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Abstract: Skeletal muscle tissue engineering presents a promising avenue to address the limitations
pertaining to the regenerative potential of stem cells in case of injury or damage. The objective of
this research was to evaluate the effects of utilizing novel microfibrous scaffolds, containing the
compound quercetin (Q), on skeletal muscle regeneration. Morphological test results showed us
that the combination of bismuth ferrite (BFO), polycaprolactone (PCL), and Q were bonded and
well-ordered with each other, and a uniform microfibrous structure was obtained. Antimicrobial
susceptibility testing of PCL/BFO/Q was conducted, and microbial reduction was found to be over
90% in the highest concentration of Q-loaded microfibrous scaffolds with the most inhibitory effect on
S. aureus strains. Further, biocompatibility was investigated by performing MTT testing, fluorescence
testing, and SEM imaging on mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) to determine whether they could act as
suitable microfibrous scaffolds for skeletal muscle tissue engineering. Incremental changes in the
concentration of Q led to increased strength and strain, allowing muscles to withstand stretching
during the healing process. In addition, electrically conductive microfibrous scaffolds enhanced the
drug release capability by revealing that Q can be released significantly more quickly by applying
the appropriate electric field, compared with conventional drug-release techniques. These findings
suggest a possible use for PCL/BFO/Q microfibrous scaffolds in skeletal muscle regeneration by
demonstrating that the combined action of both guidance biomaterials was more successful than Q
itself acting alone.

Keywords: biomaterials; quercetin; skeletal muscle; electrospinning; electrically drug delivery;
antimicrobial activity
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1. Introduction

Skeletal muscle tissue, representing around 40–45% of the total mass of the average
adult human body, provides forces that aid in voluntary movement, stability, locomotion,
and dynamic activities [1,2]. Skeletal muscle tissue comprises modules of tightly and
closely packed muscle fibers containing several myoblast-derived multinucleated cells. The
extracellular matrix (ECM) includes fibers highly oriented together to form an organised
muscular tissue capable of longitudinal contraction [3,4]. The inherent regenerative ca-
pacity of skeletal muscle tissue is endowed with remarkable resilience; notwithstanding,
traumatic injuries of significant magnitude that occasion grave destruction to the muscu-
lature pose a formidable difficulty in terms of their management within the confines of
primary healthcare [5]. Due to the restricted mobility of the wounded organ, the slow rate
of skeletal muscle regeneration can induce deformation in the spinal structure in addition
to the primary injury. This is caused by the absence of resident satellite cells (tissue-specific
muscle stem cells) in organs [6]. Recent progress in cell treatment employing myoblasts
or muscle-derived stem cells has opened up new therapeutic approaches for regenerating
muscle tissue for functional improvement. Cultivated myoblasts have demonstrated some
achievements, but may not be appropriate for repairing significant muscular tissue defi-
ciencies [7–9]. Tissue-engineering technology has become prevalent as a method to repair
injured tissues or organs. Delivery of pre-engineered muscle constructs to injured locations,
including cultured myoblasts or muscle-derived stem cells on a matrix scaffold, is the most
efficient method for the functional regeneration of muscle [10,11]. The interaction of cells
with biomaterial surfaces is thought to be vital in achieving optimal cellular structures for
muscle tissue, and knowledge of cellular activities including cell adhesion, proliferation,
and migration is required. It is commonly acknowledged that surface properties, including
wettability, chemistry, electric charge, and topography of surfaces affect cell adherence and
proliferation [12]. A suitable material should be comprised of biocompatible, biodegradable
properties and electrical stimulation that allows the native muscle to maintain relaxation
and enhance cell growth [13–16]. Since electrical stimulation plays a critical role in the
functionality of skeletal muscles, it is reasonable to investigate the impact of electrical
stimulation on skeletal muscle regeneration in vivo, especially considering the presence of
neural structures that provide stimulation and activate regulatory feedback systems within
myofibers [17]. Langelaan et al. investigated the impact of electrical stimulation on the
maturation of muscle cells in vitro, using 2D and 3D culture systems. Specifically, they
examined the effect of applied electrical fields on C2C12 muscle monolayers in a 2D culture
system and found that this led to a rapid reduction in the availability of nutrients in the
surrounding medium. Their study provides valuable insights into the role of electrical stim-
ulation in promoting muscle cell maturation and development in vitro [18]. In addition, it
was observed that a significant number of differentiated myotubes exhibited synchronised
contractility when subjected to electrical stimulation [19].

Electrospun fibrous scaffolds have drawn much attention in the field of tissue engineer-
ing because of their customisable porosities, large specific area, and physical resemblance
to biological extracellular matrices (ECMs). Recently, it has been reported that functional
fibrous scaffolds have been produced that offer different guiding cues, such as topographi-
cal [20], electrical [21], or biochemical signals [22,23], for particular cell types to support cell
activity and tissue regeneration. Electrospun fibrous scaffolds are responsive to electrical
fields and can support the contraction and relaxation of skeletal muscle tissue. They hold
great promise in the field of biomedical engineering for regenerating damaged tissues.
Electrical signals, which are the primary physical stimuli present in the human body, can
modulate cell proliferation and differentiation [24,25], and can also be used to deliver
drugs in a controlled manner [26,27]. The fibrous scaffold can be formed by adding metal
nanoparticles that induce distinct electrical characteristics in the polymer structure. The
electrical characteristics provide plenty of opportunities for cellular processes such as
adhesion, cytoskeleton remodelling, differentiation, proliferation, protein secretion, and
gene expression; they have also been studied extensively about the numerous cell types,
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including myoblasts, neurons, fibroblasts, epithelial cells, and muscle cells [28]. In com-
parison to other methods for creating matrix scaffolds, electrospinning techniques offer
particular advantages that meet these essential criteria, such as simplicity in replicating
natural ECM’s three-dimensional nano-scaled structures and flexibility in the selection
of biocompatible polymers [29]. Moreover, they should be biocompatible to allow cell
attachment and proliferation, degradable over time as muscle cells grow into a tissue,
and elastic to support contractile action [12]. The electrospinning procedure uses electric
charges applied to ejected droplets of a polymeric solution to create nanoscale or microscale
fibrous membranes for different synthetic polymers [30]. Due to the enormous effects of
skeletal muscle injuries, efforts are being undertaken with great interest using MSCs to
develop suitable cell-based and tissue-engineering treatments for bone, tendon, joint, and
skeletal muscle problems [31]. The most critical mechanism recommended for MSCs-based
treatment is the ability to differentiate into the desired cell type and contribute to the
healing of the injured region. PCL was chosen as a synthetic matrix polymer due to its
high biodegradability, biocompatibility, and mechanically advantageous tissue-engineering
properties [32]. The electrical characteristics of the microfibrous scaffold can be provided
by the material BFO, owing to its simplicity of production, affordable and easily accessible
ingredients, stability, and lack of toxicity [33]. Q is a flavonoid (polyphenol), and its positive
effect has been reported in chronic ageing-related disorders, such as the loss of bone mineral
mass (osteoporosis), diabetes, and mesenchymal stem cell differentiation [34]. We have pre-
viously shown that the PCL scaffold was combined with BFO by inspecting and comparing
electrical, morphological, thermal, and biological properties [35]. In the current study, we
examined the skeletal muscle regeneration capability using Q in electrospun PCL/BFO
microfibrous scaffolds to design and evaluate their influence on electrically controlled drug
release, antimicrobial activity, thermal stability, and microstructural properties (Figure 1). In
addition, to investigate the biocompatible properties of PCL/BFO/Q microfibrous scaffolds
for skeletal muscle engineering, MSCs were cultured on the microfibrous scaffold to study
cell growth and proliferation.
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Figure 1. Graphical abstract illustrating the characterization and fabrication of the microfibrous
scaffolds. In vitro release of Q from microfibrous scaffolds (A). Antimicrobial testing of Q-loaded
microfibrous scaffolds (B). In vitro biocompatibility and proliferation of microfibrous scaffolds as-
sessed by cytotoxicity test, SEM, and DAPI staining. Significance levels are indicated by * p < 0.05,
** p < 0.01, and *** p < 0.001 (C). Physicochemical and morphological characterization of microfibrous
scaffolds (D).
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2. Materials and Method
2.1. Materials

Nitric acid (65%), iron (III) nitrate nonahydrate (Fe(NO3)3, MW = 403.95 g/mol), bismuth
(III) nitrate (Bi5O(OH)9(NO3)4, MW = 1.462 g/mol), and dichloromethane (DCM) were ac-
quired from Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany. Ammonia solution (25%, MW = 35.05 g/mol)
was purchased from ISOLAB (Wertheim, Germany). PCL (MW = 80,000) was purchased
from Sigma Aldrich (Gillingham, UK). Distilled water was supplied by a water distiller
(Liston). Q (CAS: 6151-25-3) was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, Taufkirchen, Germany.
Antimicrobial assay: Staphylococcus (S.) aureus ATCC 6538, Escherichia (E.) coli ATCC 8739,
Pseudomonas (Ps.) aeruginosa ATCC 9027 and Candida (C.) albicans ATCC 10231 was provided
by American Type Culture Collection (ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA).

2.2. Preparation of BFO Nanoparticles

Co-precipitation, which involves the simultaneous precipitation of two cations (Bi3+

and Fe3+), is a valuable technique for creating nano-scaled magnetic particles to obtain
precursors. This technique was used in this work to generate BFO nanoparticles. The first
step was to dissolve 2.58 g of iron nitrate (Fe (NO3)39H2O) in 10 mL of distilled water using
a magnetic stirrer at 300 rpm for 15 min. Then, 1.86 g of bismuth nitrate (Bi (NO3)3·5H20)
was dissolved in 10 mL of nitric acid for 30 min at the same speed. After the two solutions
had completely dissolved, they were combined in a beaker for 15 min to create a uniform
mixture. Ammonia solution was added to the mix after it became transparent, to adjust the
pH and produce a precipitate. Preparation of the precursor and co-precipitation solution
was carried out at room temperature. The resultant precipitate was run through filter paper
and rinsed with distilled water to eliminate the harmful effects of the agents. To attain
pure crystalline BFO, a heating process was conducted on the powders within an over for a
duration of 24 hours at a temperature of 100 ◦C. Following this, the material was calcined
for 3 hours at a temperature of 550 ◦C.

2.3. Preparation of the Solutions

Initially, 25% PCL solutions were prepared as a control group by dissolving 2.5 g PCL
in 10 mL DCM. This solution was stirred with magnetic stirrer for one hour at 300 rpm.
BFO (0.1%) was independently mixed with 25% PCL solution at the same stirring rpm and
ambient temperature, for 30 min. Subsequently, Q was added to PCL/BFO solution at 1, 3,
and 5 mg, respectively, and stirred for 1 h. The solutions were categorised according to the
content of microfibrous scaffolds, especially the concentration of Q.

2.4. Electrospinning

The experimental setup (NS24, Inovenso Co., Istanbul, Turkey) consisted of a single
brass needle with a diameter of 1.63 mm, a high-voltage power source attached to the
needle, an electrospinning device, and a syringe pump (NE-300, New Era Pump Systems.,
Farmingdale, NY, USA). The fibers were collected in a grease-proof paper-wrapped metal
cylinder. Then, 10 mL suspensions were poured into plastic syringes. The flow rate value
was 0.5 mL/h, and the electrospinning parameters were initially a 20–25 kV operational
voltage range, and 12 cm needle-to-collector distance. These values were optimised during
the electrospinning process.

2.5. Characterisation of the Microfibrous Scaffolds

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM, EVO LS 10, ZEISS, München, Germany) was
applied to study the surface morphology of the reference and Q-loaded microfibrous scaf-
folds. Using image analysis software (Olympus AnalySIS, Waltham, MA, USA), 100 fiber
diameters were measured to establish the scaffolds’ average diameters.

The microfibrous scaffolds were examined using fourier transform infrared spec-
troscopy (FTIR, JASCO-4000, Easton, MD, USA) to observe absorption bands and infrared
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spectra. All spectra were recorded at a resolution of 4 cm−1 in the wavenumber range of
4000 to 400 cm−1.

The microfibrous scaffolds’ thermal characteristics were assessed using a differential
scanning calorimeter (DSC, Shimadzu, Tokyo, Japan). The temperature was changed at
25 ◦C/min, ranging from 25 ◦C to 400 ◦C.

The microfibrous scaffolds’ tensile strength and elongation at break values were
measured using the Shimadzu (EZ-X, Tokyo, Japan) tensile testing apparatus. Before
the tensile testing, the microfibrous scaffolds were first trimmed to 10 mm wide and
50 mm long. Using a digital micrometer, the microfibrous scaffolds’ thickness values were
determined. The mean tensile strength and strain values of the microfibrous scaffolds were
determined by conducting triplicate measures of each, with the aim of obtaining precise
and reliable data.

Q’s in vitro release characteristics from PCL/BFO microfibrous scaffolds were mea-
sured in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) at 37 ◦C and pH 7.4. The resultant Q concentration
was assessed at various intervals using a UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Shimadzu, Tokyo,
Japan). The drug’s linear calibration curve was determined over a wavelength range of
300–400 nm and for four different drug concentrations (0.25, 0.50, 1, 2 mg/mL). The first
stage in the drug-release test was to weigh 5 mg of drug-loaded microfibers and place
them in eppendorf tubes with 1 mL PBS (pH 7.4). The absorbance measurements were
taken after 15 min, 30 min, 1, 2, 3, and 4 h. After each measure, new PBS was utilised. The
Q’s release profile was found at 376 nm. Four distinct mathematical models were utilised
to evaluate and simulate Q release kinetics from microfibrous scaffolds. These models
include the zero-order, first-order, Higuchi, and Hixson–Crowell models, represented by
the equations Qt = Q0 + K0t, log Qt = log Q0 − K1t/2.303, Qt = KHt

0.5, and Q0
1/3 − Qt

1/3

= logt + logκ, respectively. These equations allow us to determine the fraction of drug
released at a given time (Qt), the initial fraction of drug in solution (Q0), and the release
constants for zero-order (K0), first-order (K1), and Higuchi (KH) dissolution, as well as the
values of n and κ. Through the application of these models, we were able to gain insights
into the Q-release behaviour from microfibrous scaffolds.

The electrically triggered drug-release system was adjusted according to our previous
study [36]. It was employed to investigate the electrically regulated release of Q from
PCL/BFO microfibrous scaffolds. To assess the influence of voltage on drug-release be-
haviour, PCL/BFO/Q microfibrous scaffolds (5 mg) were weighed and placed in Eppendorf
tubes with 1 mL of PBS (pH 7.4). An Ag/Pt electrode was employed to transfer electricity
to the PBS in the eppendorf tube. Experiments were carried out at a frequency of 50 Hz
with a constant voltage of 10 V, and the constructions were exposed to electricity at specific
intervals from 5 s to 60 min. The PBS in the Eppendorf tubes was obtained after applying
the electric field. The effect of voltage and current UV spectroscopy (Jenway 7315, Bibby
Scientific, Staffordshire, UK) was used to detect the Q-release profile at 376 nm.

Antimicrobial efficacy was assessed using four reference microorganisms: S. aureus
ATCC 6538, E. coli ATCC 8739, Ps. aeruginosa ATCC 9027, and C. albicans ATCC 10231,
and four clinically acquired S. aureus strains (from the wound infections collection of the
Research Center at the University of Bucharest). Microbial susceptibility was assessed
according to CLSI 2019 M100 [37]. Squares of 1 × 1 cm were cut from microfibrous
scaffolds and incubated at 36 ± 2 ◦C for 4 h with 1.5 × 108 CFU/mL microbial suspensions
(standard density of 0.5 McFarland). After 4 h of incubation, all microfibrous scaffolds were
thoroughly spun on a vortex, and 6 decimal serial dilutions were carried out. The 10 µL from
each dilution were plated on solid Mueller Hinton agar, with Sabouraud for microfungi.
After 24 h of incubation, plates were read by counting the colonies. Antimicrobial efficacy
(AE) was expressed as logarithmic reduction using the formula in Equation (1):

L(Logarithmic reduction) = lg
A
B

(1)
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A is CFU/mL of negative control (initial number of bacteria in the inoculum); B
is CFU/mL of microfibrous scaffolds (number of bacteria after x time of contact with
antimicrobial substance). All tests were performed in triplicate.

The microfibrous scaffolds were sterilised in the 24-well plates overnight using Ultra-
violet (UV). The microfibrous scaffolds were cultured in DMEM growth media with 10%
FBS, 0.1 mg/mL penicillin/streptomycin, and 5% CO2 for an hour, to provide the cells
with a microenvironment. Following incubation, the growth media were collected using a
micropipette, and the remaining medium was discarded. MSCs were seeded at a density of
10.000 cells per microfibrous scaffold in 24-well plates and allowed to adhere for 24 h. The
same number of monolayer cells (2D) were cultured for 7 days in a humidified incubator at
37 ◦C, 5% CO2, with the cell–microfibrous scaffolds as a control group. A Glentham Life Sci-
ences’ MTT ((3-[4,5-dimethylthiazol-2yl]-2,5-diphenyl-tetrazolium bromide)) cytotoxicity
detection kit was employed to test the cytotoxicity of the microfibrous scaffolds at particular
time intervals. The absorbance value of the cytotoxicity test at 560 nm wavelength was
measured using an Elisa reader (Perkin Elmer, Enspire, Waltham, MA, USA). The test was
repeated three times to obtain precise values, and the average values of the results were
used as the mean result. The cellular morphology of the cells on the microfibrous scaffolds
was observed using a scanning electron microscope (ZEISS, EVO MA 10, Oberkochen,
Germany).

For the purpose of morphological analysis using fluorescence microscopy, MSCs were
seeded onto microfibrous scaffolds at a density of 10.000 cells per scaffold in 24-well plates.
The microfibrous scaffolds were fixed using 4% formaldehyde for 1 hour, followed by
permeabilization with 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS for 10 minutes, and subsequently rinsed
with PBS. Furthermore, 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI, Invitrogen) was added at a
dilution of 1/5000 to each microfibrous scaffold and kept for 5 minutes at room temperature.
The cells on microfibrous scaffolds were then identified using a fluorescent microscope,
and images were captured using a Leica DMI 6000B fluorescence microscope (Wetzlar,
Germany).

The growing media were removed after 1, 3, and 7 days of incubation, and the mi-
crofibrous scaffolds were fixed with 4% glutaraldehyde (Sigma Aldrich). The microfibrous
scaffolds were then dehydrated using repeated dilutions of ethanol and air-dried. The
dried microfibrous scaffolds were coated with gold and studied under SEM at various
magnifications.

The statistical analysis was performed with GraphPad Prism 9 (San Diego, CA, USA).
Data were analysed using the one-way ANOVA test. The level of significance was set to
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, and *** p < 0.001.

3. Results and Discussions
3.1. Morphological Examinations

An inquiry into the impact of Q on the morphology of microfibrous scaffolds was
undertaken, followed by an examination of the scaffold’s structure in the absence of Q.
Figure 2 shows SEM images of microfibrous scaffolds and the fiber-orientation histograms
for each of the five microfibrous scaffolds, along with the superimposed standard curves.
The images of microfibrous scaffolds have no traces of beads or cracks; in parallel with this,
a uniform ribbon structure within the fiber formation was observed. The assertion that
uniformity fosters optimal conditions for cell proliferation, intercellular communication,
and cellular differentiation enjoys significant support in the scientific literature [38]. Using
SEM images, all of the microfibrous scaffold’s average fiber diameters were measured to
examine quantitatively the impact of Q. As shown in Figure 2a,b, the diameter of the 25%
PCL was roughly 1222 ± 365 nm, and when BFO was added, this diameter expanded to
around 1496 ± 453 nm. In relation to the amount of Q used in the microfibrous scaffolds,
the fiber diameters fluctuated slightly between 1300–1500 nm. The loading of 1 mg of Q
(1Q) throughout the microfibrous scaffolds in Figure 2c caused the fiber diameter to drop
to the value of 1314 ± 458 nm; conversely, the diameter of 3 mg of Q (3Q) increased to
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1457 ± 463 nm in Figure 2d, and the diameter fell negligibly to 1391 ± 438 nm in the event
of 5 mg of Q (5Q) being added to the microfibrous scaffold, as in Figure 2e. Given the
microenvironment, the averages of all fiber diameters did not differ considerably from
one another; however, it should be noted that the incorporation of Q with microfibrous
scaffolds has never been associated with increased fiber diameters.
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3.2. Characterisation of the Microfibrous Scaffolds

FTIR was applied to reveal the surface functional groups of the microfiber scaffolds, as
shown in Figure 3. In Figure 3a, the main absorption peaks of PCL can be seen at 2940 cm−1,
1720 cm−1, 1238 cm−1, and 1164 cm−1, corresponding to asymmetric CH2, carbonyl, C-O-C,
and C-O stretching, respectively [39,40]. In Figure 3b–e, the peaks between 450–525 cm−1

can be assigned to the stretching and bending vibrations of Fe-O bonds [35,41]. The
peaks observed in the spectrum attributable to the stretching and bending vibrations
of Fe-O bonds are indicative of the existence of [FeO6] octahedra in perovskites, where
the metal ions are linked to these bonds [42]. The vibration of the Bi-O bond occurs at
around 1060 cm−1 [43]. Figure 3c–e displays the microfibrous scaffolds with the main
absorption peaks of PCL. The distinctive peak at 1388 cm−1 reveals the OH bending
vibration of the phenolic groups of Q, and the wavelength of 1325 cm−1, 822 cm−1 indicates
the C-H group stretching [44]. The OH stretch band of Q at 3400~3420 cm−1 [45] was
absent or weakened due to intermolecular interactions between Q and PCL. However, the
potential involvement of water can be subject to the bending vibration of water, observed
at 1642 cm−1 or 1630 cm−1. These bands can overlap with the C=O vibration that occurs
at approximately 1650 cm−1, which makes it difficult to distinguish the two signals [46].
The spectra with Q-loaded microfibrous scaffolds demonstrated absorption peaks that
were very similar to those of 25% PCL/0.1% BFO. This might be because the microfibrous
scaffolds contain only a minor amount of Q, or the hydrogen bonds in the PCL matrices
allow Q to be encapsulated there.
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3.3. Thermal Properties of Microfibrous Scaffolds

Figure 4 reveals DSC thermograms of PCL/BFO and the integration of Q in PCL/BFO
microfibrous scaffolds. The DSC curves for all microfibrous scaffolds presented two-phase
transition peaks. First, the melting temperature (Tm) value was observed at around 64 ◦C
for microfibrous scaffolds without Q; however, Tm values were reduced to 60.2 ◦C when
Q was included in the microfibrous scaffolds. Secondly, the primary decomposition peak
was approximately 245 ◦C for 25% PCL. However, the decomposition peak was slightly
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altered with the addition of Q. Similar results for the Tm peak of PCL have been reported
in the literature [47]. Compared with our conclusions, previous studies showed that the
decomposition of Q was initiated at an earlier stage, approximately around 230 ◦C [46].
Proceeding from this, it can be inferred that the thermal behaviour of Q was improved
by emulating the thermal behaviour of PCL. Accounting for the similarity in DSC results
between three distinct types of materials, synthetic, multiferroic, and flavonoid, it can be
understood that Q appears miscible with PCL and BFO. The production of an appropriate
PCL-based fibrous structure by electrospinning, as well as the production of biocomposites
with suitable mechanical properties and drug-release profiles, should benefit significantly
from these miscibility properties.
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3.4. The Effect of Q on Mechanical Properties

Investigating the mechanical characteristics of these scaffolds is crucial to ensure
their suitability for tissue-engineering applications. This is particularly important for mi-
crofibrous scaffolds designed for skeletal muscle tissue engineering, as they need to have
adequate mechanical properties to promote muscle cell growth, increase cell elongation,
and enhance muscle cell fusion. Table 1 summarises the mechanical characteristics of
the microfibrous scaffolds calculated from the stress–strain curves. Several concentra-
tions of Q were combined with 25% PCL/0.1% BFO scaffolds to determine the impact on
mechanical strength. The tensile strength and strain at break were increased when the con-
centration of Q increased among the Q-loaded microfibrous scaffolds. The highest tensile
strength (7.67 ± 0.52 MPa) was observed with 25% PCL, and the highest strain at break
(27.74 ± 7.86%) with 25%PCL/0.1% BFO. The addition of Q into Q-loaded microfibrous
scaffolds resulted in significant improvement in their mechanical properties, specifically
in the areas of tensile strength and elongation. The mechanical properties of PCL microfi-
brous scaffolds may have been improved if the Q concentration were greater than 10 mg.
However, the values we obtained were satisfactory to meet the criteria for skeletal muscle
regeneration. Additionally, it should be noted that given the representative tensile strength
and elongation of human muscle tissue of 0.1 MPa and 20%, respectively [48], the mechani-
cal properties of all Q-loaded microfibrous scaffolds may be within the clinically relevant
range for the regeneration of skeletal muscle. The elasticity of microfibrous scaffolds rep-
resents a promising approach to enhance muscle regeneration, as it may counteract the
detrimental effects of inappropriate mechanical cues associated with injured or diseased
muscle tissue. The resting elasticity in healthy muscle tissue is estimated to be 12 kPa.
However, various factors, including aging, injury, and disease, can result in tissue stiffening,
leading to an elastic modulus exceeding 18 kPa [49]. Recent studies have demonstrated the
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potential role of elasticity in the regulation of mesenchymal stem cell (MSC) differentiation,
where extracellular matrices that mimic the elasticity of striated muscle tissue, ranging
from 8 to 17 kPa, have been shown to promote myogenic differentiation [50]. The results
indicate that the elastic modulus of the microfibrous scaffold decreased with the addition
of Q, but still remained higher than the values reported in the literature for skeletal muscle
tissue. Therefore, the Q-added scaffold may be a promising candidate for skeletal tissue
engineering, as it provides adequate mechanical support for the newly formed tissue.

Table 1. The tensile strength (MPa), strain at break (%), and elastic modulus (MPa) values of each
microfibrous scaffold.

Fibers Tensile Strength (MPa) Strain at Break (%) Elastic Modulus (MPa)

25% PCL 7.67 ± 0.52 25.42 ± 8.76 35.19 ± 4.24

25% PCL/0.1% BFO 7.09 ± 0.42 27.74 ± 7.86 28.45 ± 5.53

25% PCL/0.1% BFO/1Q 2.11 ± 0.51 8.57 ± 1.65 25.48 ± 7.04

25% PCL/0.1% BFO/3Q 4.24 ± 0.84 17.92 ± 3.90 25.43 ± 7.06

25% PCL/0.1% BFO/5Q 4.52 ± 0.64 20.80 ± 3.49 23.79 ± 5.18

3.5. In Vitro Drug Release

The results of an in vitro drug-release investigation, shown in Figure 5A, were analysed
to examine the drug release profile of Q-loaded microfibrous scaffolds. The calibration curve
and absorbance graph at 376 nm were reported in our previous study [36]. During the first
1 h of incubation, 25% PCL/0.1% BFO/1Q, 25% PCL/0.1% BFO/3Q, and 25% PCL/0.1%
BFO/5Q exhibited initial burst release of around 34.80%, 36.80%, and 38.15%. The initial
burst release of the drug was likely caused by the entrapped drug leaching out from the
surface of the microfibrous scaffolds [51]. After 24 h immersion, 82.75, 89, and 95.31% of Q
were released from 25% PCL/0.1% BFO/1Q, 25% PCL/0.1% BFO/3Q, and 25% PCL/0.1%
BFO/5Q, respectively. A steady and prolonged drug release was observed up to 48 h.
Sustained drug release from Q-loaded microfibrous scaffolds might be due to the presence
of PCL in the scaffolds, which decreases PBS penetration into fibers [52]. The drug-holding
capabilities of microfibrous scaffolds may be controlled by microfiber thickness; however,
the diameters of all Q-loaded microfibrous scaffolds were very similar to each other. An
observed trend in the release kinetics of Q from microfibrous scaffolds indicated that its
release capacity was positively correlated with increasing concentrations of Q. Figure 5B
depicts Q electrically released from microfibrous scaffolds. We examined the impact of the
applied electric field because, in this situation, the usage of BFO could impart electrically
induced delivery. The effect of the electric field on Q release from the 25% PCL/0.1% BFO
microfibrous scaffolds was assessed at 50 Hz frequency. When the release behaviour was
investigated under an electric field with a frequency of 50 Hz, the 25% PCL/0.1% BFO/5Q
microfibrous scaffold had the highest release percentage after 180 s of stimulation, with a
cumulative release value of approximately 79%. The 25% PCL/0.1% BFO/1Q microfibrous
scaffold showed the lowest proportion of Q release, which gradually increased until 300 s.
The cumulative release for all scaffolds was similar and proportional to the content of Q
during the whole period of time. All obtained PCL/0.1% BFO/Q microfibrous scaffolds
reached 100% cumulative release after 300 s of electric stimulation. It was shown that 100%
of the drug was released after 5 min of stimulation under an electric field with a frequency
of 50 Hz, but conversely, all microfibrous scaffolds were released in 2880 min. This release
speed is roughly 576 times faster than the conventional drug-release method without any
electrical stimulation. It was revealed that the application of an electric field induced rapid
release of the drug. The expedited delivery of therapeutic agents to the injury site through
rapid drug release may provide improved drug efficiency [53]. This attribute is especially
crucial in scenarios where a limited time window exists to facilitate regeneration, as is the
case with acute injuries. The mechanism for faster release in the presence of an electric
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field can be explained by the concept of electrostatic interaction. When an electric field is
applied to a charged polymeric system, the charged molecules within the system start to
move towards the oppositely charged electrode. This movement generates a repulsive force
between the molecules, which in turn causes the polymer chains to stretch and expand. As
a result of this expansion, the porosity of the polymer matrix increases, allowing the release
of the encapsulated drug to occur at a faster rate [54]. The study findings suggest that 25%
PCL/0.1% BFO/5Q scaffolds can be employed as controlled drug-delivery systems with
electric triggering capability. The ability to change the electrical field may facilitate the
timed release of Q from 25% PCL/0.1% BFO/5Q microfibrous scaffolds at a desired rate,
providing more precise and effective therapy for the treatment of various diseases and
injuries. The delivery can be tailored to the patient’s demands by altering the properties
of the applied current. In this instance, a simple electric field can be used to fine-tune the
delivery, and this can be achieved simply by altering the frequency. Moreover, electrically
triggered drug release can also overcome the limitations of conventional drug-delivery
systems, which may include low drug efficacy and potential side effects [55]. Although it
has been shown that scaffolds can be utilised with the ability to be triggered electrically,
suggesting that they can find application in personalised medicine, further optimisations
must undoubtedly be carried out by altering the electric field properties. In addition to
using these biomaterials for prolonged drug delivery, properly designed materials may also
be utilised to support the sustained release of functional cells into the surrounding tissue
while protecting transplanted cells from the hard tissue. Moreover, it is highly desirable
that the materials biodegrade with kinetics that mimics skeletal muscle’s natural healing
process, as intensely rapid degradation could result in open areas filled with scar tissue;
however, prolonged degradation could require invasive surgical removal to prevent a
protracted immune response [56,57].
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The kinetics of Q release from microfibrous scaffolds incubated under dynamic condi-
tions in PBS (pH 7.4) were examined using various release models including zero order,
first order, Higuchi, and Hixson–Crowell (Figure 6). The efficacy of each model was eval-
uated by determining its correlation coefficient (R2), and the model that produced the
highest correlation coefficient was deemed the most suitable kinetic model for the release
of Q from the microfibrous scaffolds. The first-order kinetic model explains more than
96% of the variance in the experimental data, which suggests that the model is highly
accurate in predicting the kinetics of Q release. The first-order kinetic model assumes
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that the rate of drug release is proportional to the concentration of the drug remaining
in the matrix. This model is often used to describe the release of drugs from polymeric
matrices or other delivery systems. Among the several viable drug kinetic models, the
Hixson–Crowell model represents another appropriate choice. This model is based on the
underlying assumption that the rate of drug release is predominantly governed by the rate
of dissolution rather than diffusion, which can occur through the polymeric matrix. The R2

value of the Hixson–Crowell model was found to be at least 91%, indicating a strong corre-
lation between the experimental data and the model predictions. Moreover, microfibrous
scaffolds containing a loading dose of 25% PLC/0.1% BFO/1Q exhibited an even higher
R2 value of around 96%, further supporting the efficacy of the Hixson–Crowell model in
accurately describing the drug-release kinetics of such systems. The zero-order model may
not accurately capture the complexity of the drug-release kinetics, leading to a poor fit
with the experimental data when compared with the other kinetic models. The selection
of the appropriate kinetic model for drug release depends on the specific application and
the desired release profile. In the case of skeletal regeneration, it is important to achieve
sustained release of the drug over a prolonged period of time to support bone growth and
repair [58]. Both the Hixson–Crowell and first-order kinetic models may provide sustained
drug release, although their underlying mechanisms differ.
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3.6. Antibacterial Activity

A successful scaffold design incorporates potent antimicrobial substances capable of
reducing or preventing microbial adhesion and growth, to achieve total inhibition and
proper muscle regeneration polymers. Synthetic polymers such as PCL do not possess
inherent antibacterial properties [59]. Although passive resistance against bacteria can be
provided by making the scaffold hydrophilic, several studies recommend the embedding of
a potent antimicrobial [60–62] to achieve the desired effect. Q is a bioflavonoid with a wide
range of physiological and pharmacological activities relevant to human health [59,63],
with reportedly good antimicrobial activity [64–66] effectively reducing the formation of
biofilms through inhibiting the expression of related genes [66]. Results obtained in this
study indicate high antimicrobial efficacy for 25%/PLC/0.1% BFO/5Q, as in Figure 7, with
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a median reduction of over 50% across the tested strains. Next in the efficacy ranking
follows 25% PLC/0.1%BFO/3Q, both microfibrous scaffolds representing good candidates
for skeletal muscle tissue applications because they able to promote a cleaner and more
conducive environment for tissue growth and regeneration, leading to better outcomes.
A depiction of the summary of the antimicrobial efficacy (AE) (Figure 8) of 25% PLC
microfibrous scaffolds loaded with Q and 0.1% BFO distinctly represented the overall
effect of 25% PLC/0.1% BFO/3Q, and 25% PLC/0.1% BFO/5Q on tested strains, similar to
the 5 mg/mL Q solution tested as a positive control, and for 25% PLC a diminished AE
was observed, with values tending to be identical to the negative control. 25% PLC/0.1%
BFO/5Q presented the highest efficiency against all tested strains, standardised as well
as clinically acquired (from infected wounds), with logarithmic reductions (lg) (Figure 9)
ranging from 0.3 to 1.6. The reduction levels over 1 lg signify over 90% efficacy in microbial
reduction. For 25% PLC/0.1% BFO/5Q, a 0.3 lg reduction was obtained for the Candida
albicans strain. The next highest level of effect was 25% PLC/0.1% BFO/3Q with lg ranging
from 0.3 to 1.6. Reductions of 0.3 to 0.6 lg were observed for E. coli, Ps. Aeruginosa, and
C. albicans. For S. aureus strains, reductions of 1 to 1.6 lg were obtained. Both microfibrous
scaffolds presented outcomes similar to the positive control (control+) represented by a Q
solution of 5 mg/mL. We observed that the microbicidal effect of microfibrous scaffolds
increased significantly with an increment of Q concentration. As we now know, excessive
use of antibiotics leads to the development of antibiotic-resistant microorganisms, which
creates further significant problems; therefore, using biomolecules that are unlikely to cause
resistance is a beneficial solution. One of the main advantages of incorporating Q into the
microfibrous scaffold is its broad spectrum of biological activity [60]. However, because its
chemical stability depends on pH, temperature, light and the oxidative environment, its
bioavailability is unstable, and a suitable delivery system must be considered.
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3.7. Biocompatibility Properties of the Microfibrous Scaffolds

According to Yamaoka et al., the designed scaffold should provide the target cells
with the necessary space to function and should support their activities. To create an
optimal scaffold, all the target cells’ characteristics should be taken into account, as the
microfibrous scaffolds are designed to mimic the living tissue in their mechanical properties,
which in turn plays a key role in cell adaptation and proliferation and could be used in
therapeutic protocols [67]. In this study, the viability of MSCs was tested by culturing
them in different scaffolds for 7 days, and samples were later tested by MTT assay. The
MTT assay results showed that MSCs cells could attach and proliferate on each scaffold.
As shown in Figure 10, there were no significant morphological differences between the
cultured MSCs even with the addition of BFO and Q. However, the cell distribution on
the 25% PCL microfibrous scaffold seems more uniform and has higher cell connectivity.
On the other hand, if we consider the morphological differences between the microfibrous
scaffolds by incubation time, we can see that the cell distribution and visibility were higher
on the 7th day. Cell proliferation increased, and cells’ distribution on scaffolds appeared
more widespread and uniform. Figure 11 displays the cell viability test conducted in vitro
over 24, 96, and 168 h. As can be seen, the cell viability was highest in the first 24 h,
compared with MSCs’ viability at 96 and 168 h. In addition, the cell viability of the 25%
PCL microfibrous scaffolds resembled the 2D sample’s cell viability pattern, and the cell
viability of 25% PCL microfibrous scaffolds was 88%. This can be attributed to the MSCs’
ease of adaptability to the new environment and the existence of sufficient amounts of
fresh nutrients. Additionally, the cell viability measurements for 25% PCL/0.1% BFO/1Q,
and 25% PCL/0.1% BFO/5Q were 62.1% and 76.3%, respectively, at 24 h. In the following
72 h, we observed an increased cell growth compared to MSCs’ viability at 24 h, except
for the 25% PCL/0.1% BFO/3Q scaffold, where the cell viability decreased from 70.8% to
57.6%. Day 4 cell viability results show that 25% PCL (95.3%) and 25% PCL/0.1% BFO/5Q
(92.8%) scaffolds have the highest MSCs among all the microfibrous scaffolds. For the other
two microfibrous scaffolds, 25%PCL/0.1%BFO and 25%PCL/0.1%BFO/1Q, cell viability at
day 4 was recorded as 81.5% and 70.5%, respectively. These values demonstrate how the
antioxidant and free radical-scavenging characteristics of Q influenced cell viability [68,69].
Although there was no vast difference between cell viability at 72 and 168 h, cell viability
decreased slightly at 168 h, which could be a result of the degradation rate of the microfi-
brous scaffolds or of the proliferation rate. Therefore, it is necessary to conduct additional
research on the association between degradation and cell viability in order to achieve
the best results and optimised conditions. Nevertheless, the cell viability contributed to
proliferation and attachment on most of the microfibrous scaffolds, which is regarded as
attributable to the non-toxic nature of Q [68]. MSCs’ adhesion on the microfibrous scaffolds
was visualised using fluorescence microscopy, as shown in Figure 12. This revealed that
the morphological differences between microfibrous scaffolds are proportional to the in-
cubation time. The highest adherent cell density of MSCs was observed on the surface of
25% PCL/0.1% BFO/5Q, which might have resulted from the unique bioflavonoid Q in the
microfibrous scaffold [70]. The addition of BFO and Q was not found to change the cells’
adhesion behaviour on the microfibrous scaffolds in any significant way. However, adding
BFO and Q provided a more suitable environment for MSCs to spread on the surface of the
microfibrous scaffolds, and ensured higher viability than the 25% PCL. The microfibrous
scaffold that showed the lowest increase in cell adhesion and viability even after the 4th
day, compared with the other microfibrous scaffolds, was 3 mg of Q. The MSCs were able
to spread and proliferate after 4 days, and their shape on each microfibrous scaffold became
more extensive and more visible than the structure of the cells on the 1st day.
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4. Conclusions

In this study, 25%PCL/0.1% BFO/Q microfibrous scaffold was produced by electro-
spinning, included smooth, bead-free, hydrophilic features, and had good mechanical
properties. The addition of BFO can induce electric triggering capacity, thus, electrical
stimulation can be applied to the microfibrous scaffolds in order to personalise the delivery
rate by changing the parameters of the applied current. According to the obtained results,
the release of the drug from 25%PCL/0.1% BFO happened in just 5 min when using an
electric field with a frequency of 50 Hz, while thousands of minutes were needed for 100%
release of Q without the application of an electric field. The microfibrous scaffolds were
seeded in MSCs for 1, 4, and 7 days to determine in vitro biocompatibility. Cells were
found to have attached to the Q-loaded microfibrous scaffolds, and their proliferation was
carefully investigated through fluorescence and SEM images. 5Q-loaded microfibrous
scaffolds showed the best cell activity among the Q-loaded scaffolds, until day 7. Regarding
the mechanical experiment, the 25% PLC/0.1% BFO/5Q microfibrous scaffold provided
the most effective results by revealing the highest tensile strength and strain amongst the
Q-loaded microfibrous scaffolds. Q-loaded microfibrous scaffolds also presented signif-
icant antimicrobial efficacy, especially 25% PLC/0.1% BFO/5Q. Results indicate a > 90%
microbial reduction capacity correlated with an lg ranging from 0.3 to 1.6, with the highest
reduction observed with S. aureus strains. Taking into consideration the increased incidence
of skin infections associated with S. aureus strains, in view of these results, 25% PLC/0.1%
BFO/5Q was chosen as a potential microfibrous scaffold for skeletal muscle tissue engi-
neering. The properties of electric-stimuli responsive microfibrous scaffolds can be utilised
for the purpose of releasing therapeutic molecules in various biological environments.
The ability to achieve precise and controlled drug delivery may potentially enable novel
treatments for skeletal muscle tissue. Further study will focus on exploiting this product‘s
potential for usage in a variety of animal models.
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